
 

 

 

 

 

Appendix 1 – Review Application Form and 
Supporting Information 









Please state the ground(s) for review (please read guidance note 2) 
Grounds for review: 

1. prevention of crime and disorder -
a. Security in and around the premises - CD5(a)(b)(c)(d)(e) there is a lack of

security or door staff to control and manage a large number of patrons in, around
and outside the premises whilst patrons are entering are leaving. a lack of control
is leading to increased drunkenness, disorder and littering outside the premises
on the High street and adjoining road(s).

b. Disorder from customers queuing to enter the premises or when leaving the
premises - CD33(a)(b) mass exit late at night and controlled shut down of the
premises does not appear to be in place at the weekend in very early hours of the
morning.

c. Customers getting drunk and dealing with drunken customers - CD36(b) patrons
are in a state of drunkenness leading to excessive and disruptive noise and
aggressive behaviour which should be identified and addressed prior to reaching
this level CD36(a).

2. public safety -
a. smoking on the premises - (PS22) there is no designated smoking area at the

premises and patrons gather in large numbers outside the premises on the High
Street to smoke upto closing time causing a significant noise and littering issue.

3. prevention of public nuisance
a. Noise and nuisance from customers using external areas such as beer gardens or

Forecourts - (PN13) there are no restrictions of the use of outside areas (High
Street) after 10pm as premises are in a residential area 

b. PN14(a) - no door supervision to regularly monitor or manage external areas to
ensure that customers are not causing a disturbance to local residents

c. PN14(c) - no limitation to the amount of smokers permitted outside at any one
time and after a certain time

d. PN14(d) - no discouragement to smokers from loitering outside by not
permitting them to take drinks with them.

e. PN14(e) - no designated smoking area (located on high street) and is directly
above and in the vicinity of residential dwellings

f. PN14(f) - patrons block entirety of pavement to passers by and St. Marys Road
by congregating whilst smoking and whilst drinking outside which obstructs the
highway to motor vehicles and other traffic.

g. PN7 - a contact telephone number has not been published for the premises to
report excessive noise of music or noise disturbances to a responsible person at
the venue.



Please provide as much information as possible to support the application (please read 
guidance note 3) 

The premises and patrons (particularly at a weekend) are the source of a significant amount of 
noise, litter, antisocial behaviour and public nuisance. In particular, this occurs on a Friday 
and Saturday evening and early morning between 1800 - 0400 given the late licensing hours 
which are in place. 

There is an excessive amount of patrons who make noise when outside the premises drinking 
and smoking, as well as excessive music and patron noise from inside the premises during 
licensing hours. Music has continued to operate past 12 midnight on multiple occasions at 
weekends. 

I understand that Haringey Noise Response Service has been called out and visited the 
premises on multiple occasions as have other official authorities. These visits have appeared 
to make no difference to the quantity or level of disturbance experienced by residents. 

The issues which are described above and in section Grounds For Review happen on a 
repeated, weekly basis at weekends. and have done since mid-December 2021. The 
continuous noise and nuisance since the premises re-opened after a significant closure has 
caused a degradation of the enjoyment of my home given the points outlined above and, as 
the time the premises is licensed until is until 3am on a weekend, materially affects my ability 
to rest and sleep. I and other residents have a reasonable expectation that sleep should not be 
unduly disturbed between the hours of 2300 - 0700 on any given day.  

There have been no steps taken by the premises to address the issues raised in this application 
or those raised by responsible authorities since December 2021 and subsequently, the 
situation is deteriorating. As such, I am submitting this application for consideration. 



  Please tick  yes 
Have you made an application for review relating to the 
premises before 

If yes please state the date of that application Day Month Year 

If you have made representations before relating to the premises please state what they were 
and when you made them 
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